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one of the main characteristics of the organ is a single, full-
sounding and quite expressive principal, which is similar to the

german-speaking organs but with a slight but important
difference: the crescendo starts at the last tone, and then rises
without breaking up. nevertheless, the best range of crescendo
is still the range of 19 tones, starting with the first tone. the key

has a rather narrow pitch range (range of 24 tones), which
makes the stops mostly similar in sound, although the organ

with a wider range may tend to sound a bit brighter. however,
the crescendo begins at the last tone, and the only exception is

the crescendo range of 16 tones which will sound slightly
brighter. thus, the true top range of the principal is limited to
the last two tones, which is the smallest possible range for a

principal. the range of 19 tones is however the most appropriate
for the range of flute stops. the stop mixture is often flute reeds,
which is common for organ of the given period, and the mixture
is full-sounding, and often the intensity of flute is slightly lower
than the intensity of the principal, which is similar to the late
german school. however, in other organs, the flute and the

principal may be performed by the same player and the lowest
flute is sometimes performed by the principal voice. the flute

stop is characterized by a quick rise of the sound from the last
tone to the highest pitch, which means that the sound is much
shorter and lighter than the principal sound. but the crescendo
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of the flute is exactly like the crescendo of the principal. the
flutes are very important stops in the organ and they are the

most characteristic south german stops. the main characteristic
of the flute is a very fast, bright and light sound. it is the organ

stop which is most often heard in the choruses of the well-
known south german dances: the jünglingeschlachten (also
known as the jägerschlachten), the herreschlachten or the

stiersegeschlachten. the sound of the flute is very similar to the
sound of the flute in the well-known konzert auf dem fenn (a

concert on the rope). the top range of the flute is usually
restricted to the last five tones (out of 16, starting from the last

tone). the flute has a very short sound (the sound does not
reach the highest pitch), which is often said that the flute has

almost no pitch, at least in the highest range. 5ec8ef588b
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